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The Modern Zombie Myth 

Zombies have ascended as the quintessential American monster of the moment. 

At least for the historical period of the 21st century, these animated corpses are wholly 

integrated into American popular culture (and likely popular world culture), especially 

among generations of audiences born after 1968. Indeed, they are now an established 

archetype among cinematic monsters, and they have invaded realms far removed from 

the movies; in addition to other forms of cultural entertainment, the idea of ‘zombie’ has 

infiltrated critical discussions within disciplines such as philosophy, economics, finance, 

and computing. Such explorations are beyond the scope of this research, but it is 

important to realize that the significance of zombies extends beyond visceral shock and 

gore. This monster is unique within popular Horror cinema; whereas other classic fiends 

within the genre—vampires, skeletons, ghouls, Frankenstein creatures, or werewolves—

are derived from European folklore and the Western tradition of Gothic literature, 

zombies are derived from African superstitions and indigenous religious practices. 

Accordingly, they are a uniquely American development much like jazz or blues music 

which derive from non-European cultural antecedents. Furthermore, the zombie film 

narrative as it is currently imagined was not embraced and developed by the film 

industry until after the release of George A. Romero’s no-budget production, Night of the 

Living Dead. Along with a handful of other films from the period, Night is arguably a 

milestone of the current postmodern period of Horror cinema. And since Romero’s 

American release, the zombie subgenre has grown exponentially with iterations that are 

either 
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entirely different from Romero’s aesthetics, adapted from his tropes, or simply copied 

outright. Even over his own subsequent narratives—no less than eight—either released or 

remade, Romero’s ideas about and representation of the zombie have evolved. Moreover, 

critical analysis of these films has progressed from initial disinterest and relegation to 

valueless camp, to legitimate inquiry into the critiques that the zombie monster and 

narrative offers. It is this latter point that is the focus of this investigation. In a little over 

four decades, what has been the foremost arguments made about George Romero’s films? 

Of course, surveying all the studies into his narratives is both impractical and likely 

impossible. Therefore it is crucial to establish an appropriate set of parameters to 

contextualize this discussion as well as a methodology by which Romero’s work may be 

examined critically. Refraining from that explication for a moment, it is enough to 

identify those major areas to be analyzed: Although these films may be approached as 

texts and read in an endless variety of ways, arguments about society, gender, and 

ethnicity are consistently emerging. And as will be substantiated later, these issues are as 

much a symptom of the era, or cycle, in which the particular film was produced as it is 

Romero’s own perspective on the subject. Further, as Romero is famously attributed to 

redefining this monster, it is essential to qualify what manner of zombie existed before 

Romero as well as attempt to identify what prior cultural references may have informed 

Romero’s own development. Lastly, it is not the goal of this paper to reach any definitive 

conclusions about either Romero or zombies in cinema or culture. Rather, it is an essai; it 

is an attempt to further the discussion of this (post)modern monster, in many ways unique 

to cinema, with no significant literary tradition that has emerged as a dominant and 

meaningful contemporary myth. 
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 Returning to the question of mode, establishing clear parameters and 

methodology is particularly important to what Stephen Prince refers to as the ‘Dark 

Genre’. He writes in the introduction to his anthology The Horror Film , “…horror is a 

rather debased and disreputable genre…Much scholarship on horror films has focused on 

questions of how the genre should be defined, which films to include or exclude…”(5-7). 

These comments were made in 2005, two years later Steffen Hantke voiced a similar 

argument, “…academic criticism about horror film has always operated under duress, 

facing the challenge of legitimizing its subject…Serious, career-minded academics might 

have always suspected that they were studying something that was ultimately too 

frivolous…to warrant serious critical attention” (Hantke 195). Essentially, this paper 

follows a comparative historical analysis, an examination of what has been discussed and, 

in effect, what is being taken seriously by academes. It would appear that the very act of 

continuing the discussion asserts Horror’s authenticity as an academic subject. 

Additionally, approaching the zombie and Romero is especially tricky. For both Romero 

and his zombies, there is room for debate as to what is worth examining and what should 

be excluded. Although it is clear from his 2011 publication, Back from the Dead, 

Remakes of the Romero Zombie Films as Markers of Their Times, that Wetmore accepts 

all of Romero’s narratives as noteworthy, not all would agree. Tony Magistrale writes in 

his book Abject Terrors, Surveying the Modern and Postmodern Horror Film (2005), 

“With the most notable exceptions of Night of the Living Dead and Day of the Dead, it is 

my belief that the zombie movie is better off dead. 28 Days Later shows great 

promise…but then loses focus and potency…”(xvii). But Hantke in his article refers to 

Romero’s work as belonging to the ‘classics’ of the genre. The matter is further 
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complicated in Wetmore’s book where he cites nine different releases of Night of the 

Living Dead. The most conservative approach and the one most often assumed by critics 

is a compromise between the American tetralogy—Night of the Living Dead (1968), 

Dawn of the Dead (1978), Day of the Dead (1985), Land of the Dead (2005)—and 

selected American remakes, notably Night of the Living Dead (1990) and Dawn of the 

Dead (2004); but excluding Diary of the Dead (2007) and Survival of the Dead (2009) 

which are regarded as separate, reimagined narratives. And rather than systematically 

examine each release as a unit isolated from the rest, it is this author’s executive decision 

to approach this research inversely; reoccurring issues are discussed across Romero’s 

films. For the three primary areas of interest mentioned earlier (society, gender, and 

ethnicity), this last scheme is assumed, and they follow accordingly what Kevin J. 

Wetmore, Jr. defines as “an economic, class-based, often Marxist methodology” and 

“what we might term ‘identity studies’ methodology” (Wetmore 4). It is the intent of 

these parameters to contextualize the following discussion enough to be practically 

meaningful while avoiding generalities or a narrowly focused discussion too esoteric to 

be relevant to the larger zombie subgenre. James Twitchell summarizes it nicely in his 

1985 work, Dreadful Pleasures, An Anatomy of Modern Horror,  

The modern interest in artificial horror is a chapter in cultural history that 
is only now being written, in part because, thanks to recent developments 
in criticism, the canon of literature is being expanded…no one has ever 
tracked the major carriers of horror—the vampire, the werewolf, and the 
‘hulk with no name’—from their lairs in the subconscious, up through 
folklore, into the printed text…and then out into what is now a veritable 
jungle of cinematic monsters. And so it is onto this relatively uncharted 
territory that we now set foot. (9-10) 
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 Now, just what is this thing we call the zombie? The current variety, ubiquitous in 

popular culture and imagination, surely overshadows and to a degree negates the 

monster’s historical record. Their naissance and early development is unreservedly 

something quite different from 28 Days/Weeks Later, but as will be seen certain key 

arguments still explored today were inherent of them long before Romero’s archetypal 

revolution. Though it is beyond the scope of this paper to attempt a comprehensive 

examination of zombie origins, the chief assertions about them will be highlighted. 

Scholars writing on the subject agree that zombies originate from Haiti. It is difficult to 

trace, specifically, the zombie within voudou religious practices of the twentieth century, 

but Jamie Russell summarizes the notion in Book of the Dead, The Complete History of 

Zombie Cinema,  

The very real danger—and it is here that the concept of the zombie 
begins—is that if a person’s soul can be separated from their body during 
a voodoo rite, an unscrupulous sorcerer might make this kind of separation 
occur outside of these closely managed ceremonies…After the unlucky 
victim had mysteriously fallen ill and apparently died, the sorcerer 
captured their essential soul and, on the eve of the burial, opened up their 
grave and removed the body. The sorcerer could then bring this corpse 
back to ‘life’ as an obedient mindless slave that could be put to work on 
some distant part of the island…For most Haitians, the predominant fear 
was not of being attacked by zombies, but of becoming one. (11) 
 

William Seabrook exploited these ideas in his 1929 travelogue The Magic Island which 

likely contributed to initial productions, including zombie cinema’s notable early films 

White Zombie (1932) and I Walked with a Zombie (1943). What is relevant to mention 

about these early zombies and films, running the risk of redundancy, is that zombies “are 

one of the few monsters that originate from a non-Gothic, non-European tradition and 

that have passed directly from folk culture into popular culture without first being 
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established in literature” (McIntosh 2). Although there was a consistent flow of these 

movies in the 1930’s and 1940’s, they are all terrible. “There is simply no way of getting 

around the fact that the zombie…has an appalling track record in terms of quality 

control…the living dead are always found lurking on movies that are low on stars, short 

on cash and often hurried into the cinematic equivalent of a shotgun wedding” (Russell 

7). Additionally, none were too anthropologically accurate. In spite of studies conducted 

by Zora Neal Hurston, Tell My Horse (1938), and Wade Davis’s The Serpent and the 

Rainbow (1987)—which chronicled his search for a scientific explanation of the Haitian 

zombie phenomena. These cheap productions utilized the zombie to represent not only 

American curiosities about Haiti and suspicions of voudou, but racial paranoia, that is to 

say, “the real horror came from white people being turned into slaves like black people” 

(Wetmore 9). And McIntosh writes, “…the ten or so zombie films made in the 1930s and 

1940s…dealt explicitly with either possession of females for sexual reasons…or touched 

on white/black racial issues…there was also undoubtedly a wellspring of issues upon 

which to touch regarding the socioeconomic milieu of rich, white plantation owners and 

downtrodden black peasants and workers” (McIntosh 5-6). Thus, even before Romero’s 

revision, the similar discussions were extant in the zombie myth. Never the less, the pre-

Romero zombie was nothing to canonized. James Twitchell veritably claims that the 

early “myth seems flawed by its lack of complexity. The zombie is really a mummy in 

street clothes…a vampire with a lobotomy…The zombie is so shallow that with only a 

few exceptions…he has not been the subject of parody. Even Abbot and Costello refused 

to meet with him” (261-266). This is a stark contrast from recent spoofs like Shaun of the 

Dead, Fido, Zombieland, and of course Zombie Strippers!. In the two decades leading up 
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to Romero’s Night, zombies more or less remained the same, though they morphed into 

science fiction narratives; Cold War paranoia, fears of nuclear fall-out, and Martians/ 

aliens plotting to take over the world prompted a shift away from antiquated Gothic or 

Caribbean themes towards very real concerns of the Modern Age. There were still 

productions following the folkloric tradition, but films like Zombies of the Stratosphere 

(1952), Invasion of the Body Snatchers (1956), or the bizarre The Incredibly Strange 

Creatures Who Stopped Living and Became Mixed-Up Zombies (1963) eclipsed the 

exotic curiosities of decades prior. “While many of the living dead outings were shoddy, 

trite or just plain boring…It’s in these films that issues  of voodoo, race, and colonial 

anxiety were supplanted by fears of invasion, of brainwashing and mass 

apocalypse…placing them firmly in the realm of atomic America…and paved the way 

for George Romero’s landmark Night of the Living Dead” (Russell 47). Clearly, zombies 

have not always been the masses of decaying corpses, apocalyptically reanimated, 

ravenous for brains and, increasingly, virally inclined that we know today. However, 

“zombie cinema ha[s] always represented a stylized reaction to cultural consciousness 

and particularly to social and political injustices” (Bishop, DMSW 18). The hyper-ghouls 

rotting across movie screens have changed significantly in their nature and motive as well 

as what they represent, but in spite of the zombie renaissance, this monster has never left 

us, forgotten perhaps and buried repeatedly, but always to rise again under some new 

master.  

 And since the late Twentieth century, that master has been George A. Romero. 

Even though by contemporary standards Night or Dawn of the Dead are rather quaint, it 

should be apparent why this cheap production revolutionized the Horror genre. He was 
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not the first to break the taboo of showing decomposing bodies, that credit belongs to 

John Gilling and his The Plague of the Zombies (1966). But Romero is credited with 

initiating most other changes regarding their character and motive. His noteworthy 

alterations include: the elimination of a master; zombies occurring in masses; their 

sedate, lumbering gait; basic motor skills; diversification, eliminating the ethnic ‘Other’; 

cannibalism; the introduction of social upheaval and/ or apocalypse. Two interesting 

notes should be mentioned as well; one, the association of brain eating is not from 

Romero but a trope introduced in Dan O’Bannon’s Return of the Living Dead, and two, 

the actual term ‘zombie’ is used rarely throughout all of Romero’s narrative, ‘ghoul’ or 

‘thing’ or ‘us’ is more common. These changes are significant in that they do elevate the 

zombie from something benign to a truly nightmarish metaphor and contribute to the 

zombie subgenre’s legitimization. Kim Paffenroth explains in Gospel of the Living Dead, 

George Romero’s Visions of Hell on Earth that the removal of a master repositions 

zombies as less of a victim and more of a monster, “a horrifying killing machine in its 

own right that can never revert to ‘human” and that the “whole theme of cannibalism 

seems added for its symbolism, showing what humans would degenerate into in their 

more primitive, zombie state…It is Romero’s most potent image, and what lifts him out 

of the category of a mere craftsman in gore and makes him an artist…” (3-4). Wetmore 

asserts the same, “The consumption of flesh of the living is key to the Romero zombie 

and will figure frequently in the use of the zombie metaphor. It is because of Romero that 

zombies consume” (11). Important changes to the narratives influenced critical reception 

as well. By far the most telling is Romero’s claustrophobic positioning of the human 

survivors. Throughout his tetralogy, the focus is always on a small band of humans 
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trapped and attempting to survive in some location—a farmhouse, a mall, a bunker. Only 

Land of the Dead expands the fictional world to an entire city, but that sense of close 

quarters and the monster just on the other side is ever present. Much of the discussion and 

critiques about society are drawn from this shoe boxing of the characters. Twitchell in 

1985 understood that “to pinpoint the horror one must ignore the monster and watch the 

transformations wrought on the victims, especially the family members” (268). And 

again Wetmore in 2011, “Romero’s original films all take place in very tight quarters that 

do not allow for free movement…camerawork reflects the series of enclosed space the 

characters all find themselves…” (15). As will be explored critically next, these isolated 

humans are in effect put under a narrative microscope and are shown to be more 

dangerous than the zombie threat; ultimately, selfish and misguided actions, more often 

that not, initiate the characters own failure and destruction. This examination of group 

dynamics is Romero’s greatest advancement of zombie cinema and, in part, what permits 

so many different and instrumental studies to be written on them.  

 To reiterate, there has been an overwhelming increase in scholarly writing about 

zombies within cinema as well as other disciplines. It is the goal of this research to 

highlight those that have reoccurred frequently; not surprisingly, after a close reading of 

zombie history, prevalent issues to be examined include several critiques related to 

society (consumerism and the media); issues relating to social structures; and gender and 

ethnicity, both likely a carry over from zombie history origins.  

 Beginning with social critiques, despite the amount of scholarship concerning 

American capitalism is in Romero’s work, only Dawn of the Dead (1978) explicitly calls 

attention to it. According to Paffenroth, “Romero did a second time[Dawn being the next 
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installment after Night] was hit a raw, frayed nerve about life in the United States in the 

late ‘70s, just as he had in the late ‘60s” (46). In this film, most of the drama occurs in a 

large shopping mall where human survivors take refuge. A. Loudermilk explains that “as 

allegory, as a sort of cautionary tale for consumer America…Romero’s satire really aims 

for the brain of the capitalist identity…” (85-92). Indeed, the zombies instinctively flock 

to the mall for no other good reason than just because it meant a lot to them in life. 

During the ending credits, the dead are portrayed comically, window shopping and 

generally wandering around the stores in a stupor. The humans aren’t any better. Before 

they turn on each other, they briefly parade around in unbridled excess of all this free 

stuff. Obviously, this is an overt critique of consumers in late 1970’s. “When they find 

the keys to the mall shops, however, Roger calls them ‘the keys to the kingdom’…The 

score codes the scene with a holy-sounding organ in the key of ascension” (92). Romero 

is satirizing shoppers as unthinking drones who have relinquished individualism for the 

excessive consumption of standardized commodities. “As people become de-humanized 

by commodification, they can increasingly look forward only to death. The zombie, then, 

comes to represent the de-humanized person oppressed by anonymous corporate 

overlords. An anti-consumerist or anti-capitalist interpretation forces itself upon the 

viewer…” (Moreman 153). Later, Roger will die from jealously protecting his goods 

from marauding bikers, confirming his absolute devotion to commodities. Dawn of the 

Dead is explicit in its critique of the futility of coveting products. After the brief fantasy 

is indulged, Romero shows the band of humans utterly bored out of their minds; not only 

have they quickly exhausted whatever entertainments the mall could offer, but with the 

collapse of the society that built value into these things, everything loses its prior worth. 
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At one point another one of the men, Stephen, proposes to the films only female 

character, Fran, who poignantly declines retorting that “It wouldn’t be real.” In none of 

the other narratives, is consumerism is so directly address. Only Land of the Dead comes 

close with the economy implied within the barricaded city, and poor Cholo’s aspirations 

to join the affluent ‘Fiddler’s Green’ society. Paffenroth writes “For Romero, it is not the 

zombie’s bite that turns us into monsters, but materialism and consumerism that turns us 

into zombies” (55). Furthermore, Romero’s critique of the media runs through all four 

films with the exception of Day of the Dead where there really is no longer a society to 

speak of. Discussions have examined the presence of the radio and TV in Night and how 

they are equated with the “cultural situation in America at the time…Americans did not 

experience either the Vietnam War or the Civil Rights marches and riots first hand. 

Instead, they were all mediated through Walter Cronkite and other newsmen” (Wetmore 

43). For the films, in most cases news agencies are shown as disseminators of ineffective 

facts or misinformation. In the opening scenes to 1978’s Dawn, the audience is shown 

“the collapse of all societal infrastructure and social organizations…the film depict[s] the 

chaotic decay of two of the most powerful institutions in America: the media and law 

enforcement” (Bishop, TIP 238). We learn that Fran is a reporter at a TV station in the 

process of evacuation. And although it is clear that the city is being overrun by monsters, 

the station manager is shown barking orders to continue broadcasting outdated 

information so as to not hurt ratings. These scenes have been interpreted as media’s self 

interest rather than its commitment to what best serves the community. Even when it is 

clear that the experts are as clueless as the things attacking them, “[a]ll of Romero’s 

characters live extremely mediated lives, and even though they have experienced zombie 
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attacks, they neither understand nor know what is going on until a television or radio tells 

them” (Wetmore 13). In Dawn, a televised official repeatedly responds to questions with 

“We don’t know”, yet the survivors continue to seek information via broadcasts about 

what to do next. In an 2001 interview Romero has remarked, “Generally, media behavior 

is atrocious. But I make criticism more as an illustration in certain films rather than 

aiming at anything specific. But I do this the media has a tendency to exacerbate 

situations” (Williams 402). 

 Other issues repeatedly brought up surround social structures. Christopher 

Moreman, although interested in Buddhist teachings, in his article discusses Night as an 

attack on family units. He quotes Robin Wood as “go[ing] so far as to claim that ‘[t]he 

zombies of Night have their meaning defined fairly consistently in relation to the Family 

and the Couple’. The formulation of social units can bee seen as a form of oppression in 

itself, and the zombie represents the return of the repressed breaking through” (154). In 

Night, the bourgeois Coopers (husband, wife, and daughter) and the couple (Tom and 

Judy) represent traditional manifestations of patriarchal hegemony, and they all die. 

Furthermore Barbara and Ben who aren’t part of a familial hierarchy—Barbara’s brother 

is killed early in the film and Ben’s is never qualified—are really the only effective 

characters. This point is especially true in the 1990 remake, where Barbara survives and 

is transformed from a catatonic push over into a tough, independent woman reminiscent 

of Sigourney Weaver’s Ripley in Ridley Scott’s Alien and Aliens. Social structures are 

even further degraded in Dawn and Day of the Dead where the men discuss aborting 

Fran’s pregnancy as if it were taking out the trash. For the latter, a handful of military 

personnel, scientists, and technicians are hiding in a government bunker. Here, any 
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remnants of an old, familiar society are completely dissolved and replaced with martial 

law, arguably a form of extreme patriarchal government, presided over by the dictatorial 

Captain Rhodes. In Land of the Dead, Fahy explains how “one encounters the specter of 

a patriarchal and totalitarian political regime driven by the vicissitude of profit” (131). 

Moreover, other scholars have continued the discussion of Romero’s narratives as 

allegories for Marxist class struggles in contemporary America. “The horror films of 

1960s and 1970s became steadily more progressive, constantly challenging the 

legitimacy of capitalist, patriarchal rule, with the monster no longer metaphysical or the 

product of a lab experiment gone awry. Instead, the monster became an emblem of the 

upheaval in bourgeois civilazation itself…” (Sharret). In The Philosophy of Horror, Fahy 

claims that the films “actually [represent] a complex, sustained allegorical treatment of 

class conflict in America and exploitation on a global scale”, and later he describes an 

‘awakening of the masses’, 

In an interesting parallel to Marx’s description of class consciousness as a 
product of revolutionary struggle, the zombies begin to regain their 
humanity only when they revolt against the wealthy denizens of Pittsburg 
[the barricaded city of Land] who have been appropriating and consuming 
the commodities taken from their territory” (133). 

 

Specifically what Fahy is referencing is an evolution of the Romero zombie. Initially in 

Night, the zombies had basic motor skills, limited facility with simple tools and were 

afraid of fire; in Day, the zombies were shown as having some sentience and had the 

ability relearn some facets of their former human selves. And in Land, we see this 

realization with the zombies becoming self aware of the injustices humans act on them 

and organizing a revolt, en masse, against the human stronghold. This militant initiative 

is interesting in its reciprocity. A reoccurring motif alluded to in all the films is the notion 
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that the zombies are really an inverted version of the humans they antagonize. Barbara 

states at the end of Night (1990), “They’re us. We’re them and They’re us.” In Dawn, 

Peter says “They’re us, that’s all…” In Day, Dr. Logan repeats the phrase, and after 

Cholo is bitten by a zombie, he proclaims, “I always wanted to see how the other half 

lives.” Moreman cites Shaviro’s The Cinematic Body to explain how zombies are indeed 

a metaphor for the very world they inhabit, 

The  zombies do not…stand for a threat to social order from without. 
Rather, they resonate with, and refigure, the very processes that produce 
and enforce social order. That is to say, they do not mirror or represent 
social forces; they are directly animated and possessed, even in their 
allegorical distance from beyond the grave, by such forces. (154) 

 

 A third category of academic interest has to do with analyses of sex and the 

presence of minorities as protagonists. Romero’s narrative, especially Night and Dawn, 

run an interesting counter to their representation of women within the Horror genre. 

“Essentialist and sexist notions about the horror genre presumed that women were neither 

a desirable nor a targeted audience for horror films, reinforcing the idea that the horror 

film industry is male-dominated terrain” (McIntosh 105). And following suit, the 1968 

version of Night does not provide a flattering representation of women. Both Mrs. Cooper 

and Judy are subservient to their male counterparts, and Barbara is a rather inept husk 

that must be managed by Ben. They all die. Of course, as mentioned previously, in the 

1990 remake Barbara is revised to fit the trend of strong female characters. Although 

initially, she is the prudish, good girl as in 1968, but Barbara is no longer hopeless; she 

trades in her skirt for cargo pants and not only takes up arms against the attacking zombie 

hoard but competes as a voice of reason with Ben and Mr. Cooper. She does survive and 

has the last word. Romero continues this trend through Dawn and Day where there is 
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only one female protagonist, Fran and Sarah respectively, who does act counter to the 

domineering men and survives in the end. At the end of the Dawn, for instance, it is 

Sarah who must fly the helicopter. Barry Keith Grant concludes in his anthology, The 

Dread of Difference, Gender and the Horror Film, that “Night encapsulates the trilogy’s 

depiction of patriarchy, for at the beginning of the film the zombies are the monstrous 

threat, but at the end it is hysterical masculinity that is truly horrifying…The new Night, 

then, attempts to reclaim the horror genre for feminism, for all those female victims in 

such movies who attempt to resist patriarchal containment…he has, nevertheless, 

provided one of the most significant feminist perspectives in the history of the horror 

film” (Grant 211). And not only does he invert the stereotypical image of women, but 

Romero flips the image of men. In Dawn (1978), “[the] consumerism that overtakes the 

male characters…is the most noticeable part of the film’s critique on sexism…macho 

male characters are the ones who are immediately enthralled by the lure of eternal 

shopping, while the female character is the lone, disdainful holdout…”(Paffenroth 60). 

Romero’s approach to women is only second to his treatment of ethnicity. Although it is 

claimed that the casting of Duane Jones, a black man, for Ben in the original Night was 

completely coincidental, it has not stopped audience and critics from supposing that it 

was intentional. Regardless of initial motive, the racial critique on the film has been 

grafted on anyway. Bearing in mind that Night of the Living Dead was released in 1968, 

in an era of social upheaval and reformation, the vision of a non-white man as leader and 

domineering over a middle class white man was surely as shocking as the decaying 

creatures roaming on the front lawn. In fact, whether it was intentional or not, Ben’s 

ethnicity links the film back to the historical position of the zombie myth, but again 
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inverted. Further to the point, Ben’s skin color is never acknowledged in a prejudicial 

way. Interestingly, “the protagonist of the first film is black, [but] nothing is ever made of 

this. Ben’s race is never the subject of approval, disapproval, judgment, innuendo, or 

even remark…the posse that kills Ben at the end…never remarks on Ben’s race before or 

after shooting him” (37). In his subsequent films, there is no question about his position 

on racial prejudice. “Racism is perhaps the social ill most consistently decried in the 

series, appearing prominently in nearly every Installment…Romero likewise featured 

black protagonists prominently in his sequels…as did Zack Snyder in the remake of 

Dawn of the Dead” (18). One of the most poignant examples of racism occurs in Dawn 

where an out of control cop shoots blacks and Hispanics without cause, merely because 

he had the occasion to do so. Romero explores the issue even further in Land where 

Cholo, a poor Latino man, in the service of the despotic Kaufman is forever denied entry 

into the affluent and exclusive, and white, ‘Fiddler’s Green’ because he is of the wrong 

‘kind’. And further, the zombie revolt is led by a black gas station attendant whose 

assumed name is “Big Daddy”; later in the film, both of these characters have a hand in 

overthrowing the racist city and death of Kaufman. Again these themes within Romero’s 

narratives, although certainly credited to him, are just as well reminiscent of fears of 

oppression and racial others explored in White Zombie. Although conclusion may vary, it 

is clear that racism has been a major hallmark of zombie cinema. 

 So what else can be said about the zombie? A great deal more. Any of the 

aforementioned categories could be expanded into a much more comprehensive 

treatment. Zombie cannibalism alone deserves it own seminal analysis. And there is 

much that has been left unsaid within the realm of cultural critique, aside from zombie 
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economics and hacked computers. What can the films and cultural artifacts being 

produced at this very moment reveal about where America is going as a society and what 

ghouls still haunt our freshly dug graves? For instance, very recent scholarship is 

beginning to examine zombie cinema retrospectively through a post-9/11 awareness of 

terrorist attacks and biological warfare. Undeniably the trend is for faster, more 

aggressive, viral monsters. Derivative films like 28 Days Later and it’s sequel have 

adapted the zombie into less of Romero’s apocalyptic ghoul and more of a savage, 

infected with a ‘rage’ virus—an early interpretation supposes something of an amalgam 

of terrorist suicide bombers, anthrax scares as well as fears of contracting AIDS or 

similar viruses. Other discussions equate zombies with a contemporary version of the 

android, another kind of historical inversion, and philosophize about post-humanity. 

Lauro and Embry are accurate in their claim that “the zombie, the America importation of 

the monster, which in its cinematic incarnation has morphed into a convenient 

boogeyman representing various social concerns...”(87). Indeed the Resident Evil video 

games (and many more in the category), crossover texts such as Pride and Prejudice and 

Zombies, in addition to live events like zombie pub crawls, walks, jogs, and let’s not 

forget the film parodies cropping up every year; they are all signs of how much this 

foreign monster has been integrated into our cultural lives and fully embraced as the 

modern myth of the twenty first century. The monster truly is us.  
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